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We consider the two-dimensional Schrödinger operator, Hgsbd=−]2 /]x2
+ fs1/˛−1ds] /]yd−bsxdg2−gVsx ,yd, where V is a non-negative scalar potential de-
caying at infinity like s1+ uxu+ uyud−m, and s0,bsxdd is a magnetic vector potential.
Here, b is of the form bsxd=e0xBstddt and the magnetic field B is assumed to be
positive, bounded, and monotonically increasing on R sthe Iwatsuka modeld. Fol-
lowing the argument as in Refs. 15, 16, and 17 fRaikov, G. D., Lett. Math. Phys.,
21, 41–49 s1991d; Raikov, G. D, Commun. Math. Phys., 155, 415–428 s1993d;
Raikov, G. D. Asymptotic Anal., 16, 87–89 s1998dg, we obtain the asymptotics of
the number of discrete spectra of Hgsbd crossing a real number l in the gap of the
essential spectrum as the coupling constant g tends to ±‘, respectively. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1897844g
I. INTRODUCTION








− bsxdD2 − gVsx,yd .
Here, Vsx ,yd is a scalar potential decaying at infinity and s0,bsxdd is a magnetic vector potential
given by the form bsxd=e0xBstddt for a positive magnetic field B, which depends only on the
variable x of sx ,ydPR2.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the number of discrete spectra of Hgsbd crossing a
real number l in the gap of the essential spectrum as the coupling constant g tends to ±‘,
respectively sthe precise formulation is given belowd.
We fix some notations. We denote the set of all integers by Z and denote the set of non-
negative integers by N. We denote the cardinal number of set A by ]A. We denote both ] /]x and
d/dx by ]x, etc. We denote by CksV ,V8d the set of all V8-valued, Ck-functions on V, and by
C0
‘sVd the set of all compactly supported, smooth functions on V. We use u · u to denote the
Euclidean norms and use the notations kzl= s1+ uzu2d1/2 for any zPRn and kx ;yl= s1+ uxu2
+ uyu2d1/2 for any sx ,ydPRn3Rm. We denote by Qsz ,rd the open cube of radius r, centered at z,
with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. We denote by SpecsAd the spectrum of any self-adjoint
operator A, and by Nsa,A,bd the dimension of the range of the spectral projection for A on the
interval sa ,bd. The notations NsA.ad , NsA,bd, etc., are defined similarly.
To formulate our results we make the following assumptions for the magnetic field B and the
electric potential V.
sB.1dThe magnetic field B is a real-valued, smooth and monotonically increasing function on R.
Moreover, there exist positive numbers B± such that B−,B+, and limx→±‘Bsxd=B± hold,
respectively.
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sB.2d In addition to sB.1d, there exists a positive number M such that, for any multi-index a, the
estimate u]x
asBsxd−B±dułCakxl−M holds for ±xø0, respectively. Here, the constant Ca is
independent of x, and B± are as in sB.1d.
sV.1d The scalar potential V is a non-negative smooth function on R2. Moreover, there exists a
positive number m such that, for any multi-index a, the estimate u]z
aVszdułCakzl−m−uau holds
for all zPR2. Here, the constant Ca is independent of z.
sV.2d There exists a positive number C such that the estimate VszdøCkzl−m holds for all zPR2.
sV.3d Let sr ,vdP f0,‘d3S1 be the polar coordinates of zPR2, i.e., r= uzu and v=z / uzu. There
exists a measurable, bounded and positive function v on the unit circle S1 such that
limr→‘ rmVszd=vsvd holds for any v=z / uzuPS1.





m2/m Volhz P R2us1 − «dm , Vszd , s1 + «dmj = 0.
Here, “Vol” stands for the Euclidean volume, and m is as in sV.1d.
Under the assumptions sB.1d and sV.1d, the operator Hgsbd is essentially self-adjoint on
C0
‘sR2d for any gPR fsee Avron, Herbst, and Simon s1978dg. In what follows we identify any
closable operator with its operator closure if there is no fear of confusion. Iwatsuka s1985d
investigated the spectral properties of the unperturbed operator H0sbd, which is called the Iwatsuka
model by some authors fMantoiu and Purice s1997d, Exner and Kovałik s1999d, and Shirai





+g holds, where we set Ln
±
= s2n+1dB± for any nPN, respectively,







Under sB.1d and sV.1d, the multiplication operator V is relatively compact with respect to
H0sbd, so the essential spectrum of Hgsbd coincides with that of H0sbd for any g fsee, e.g., Reed
and Simon s1978, Sec. XIII.4dg. In particular, the operator Hgsbd may have discrete spectra si.e.,
discrete eigenvalues of finite multiplicityd in the gaps of the essential spectrum.
We make some additional notations. Let v be as in sV.3d. Set S±
1
= hz= sx ,ydPR2 u uzu=1, ±x
ø0j and set vˆ±=eS
±





























− tu−2/m−1 dtD .
If we assume that 0,Ln
+,l,m,Ln+1
− for some nPN, the sums olPNnlsld and
olPNnlsfl ,mgd converge when 0,m,2, and the relation nlsfl ,mgd=nlsmd−nlsld holds when l
øn+1.
We denote by Ng
±sld the number of eigenvalues of H±g8sbd crossing l as g8 increases from
zero to g, i.e., Ng
±sld=o0,g8,g dim KersH±g8sbd−ld, respectively. Note that the sum above is
meaningful under the assumptions sB.1d and sV.2d, since the standard perturbation theory shows
that for every fixed g.0 the set of values of g8P s0,gd for which dim KersH±g8sbd−ld is not
equal to zero is finite fsee, e.g, Reed and Simon s1978dg.
The main results in this paper are the following.
Theorem 1.1: Let Ln−1
+ ,l,Ln
− for some nPN. Assume that (B.1), (B.2), (V.1)–(V.4) hold.







Remark 1.2: In fact, the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is still valid under weaker conditions on
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B and V in the case of l,L0−. See Lemma 3.8 in Sec. III below.
Corollary 1.3: Let Ln−1
+ ,l,m,Ln
− for some nPN. Under the same assumption as in
Theorem 1.1, we have limg→‘ g−2/mNslłHgsbd,md=olønnlsfl ,ngd.
Theorem 1.4: Let Ln
+,l,Ln+1
− for some nPN. Assume that (B.1), (B.2), (V.1)–(V.4) hold.
Then we have limg→‘ g−2/mNg
−sld=o0łlłnnlsld.
Theorem 1.5: Let Ln−1
+ ,l,m,Ln
− for some nPN. Assume that (B.1), (B.2), (V.1)–(V.4)
hold. Moreover, assume that the constant m in (V.1) satisfies m.2. Then we have
lim infg→‘ g−2/mNslłHgsbd,mdøolønnlsfl ,mgd.
At present, the author has not obtained the upper estimate for NslłHgsbd,md in the case of
m.2, nor the results for the case of m=2.
Remark 1.6:
s1d The study of eigenvalues in the spectral gaps of the Schrödinger operators has a long history
[see, e.g., Birman (1991), Alama, Deift, and Hempel (1989), Hempel and Levendorski
(1998) and references therein]. In the case of constant magnetic fields (i.e., the case of B+
=B
−
in our notation), Raikov (1991, 1993d has obtained the strong-electric-field asymptotics
as in Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3 above when the scalar potential decays slowly at
infinity (i.e., the case of 0,mł2 in our situation). Moreover, for a class of nonconstant
magnetic fields which includes the Iwatsuka model, Raikov (1998, 1993) shows that the
asymptotics of Ng+sld are Weylian, i.e., the asymptotic relation limg→‘ g−1Ng+sld
= s1/4pdeR2Vsx ,yddx dy holds when the scalar potential decays rapidly (the case of m.2 in
our situation).
s2d Hempel and Levendorski (1998) [see also Levendorski (1995, 1996)] study the asymptotics
of Ng±sld for the magnetic Schrödinger operators H−gV= s−˛−1„−ad2+W−gV on L2sRnd
under rather general conditions on a ,W, and V. Especially, V is not assumed to have a
definite sign. They assume, however, the existence of the density of states rsl ,Hd
=limR→‘ NsHuQR ,ld /VolsQRd for the unperturbed operator H, for which the asymptotic










when Vszd=vsvdr−m at infinity and 0,m,2, for example. Here, QR is a cube of side length
R and we denote by HuQR the Dirichlét realization of H on QR. On the contrary, the Iwatsuka
model has no canonical density of states because of lack of spacial symmetry of the magnetic
field B. Thus, at least, we need modify their argument. Indeed, although the isotropic density
of states rsl ,H0sbdd= sB+ /4pd] hlPN uLl+,lj+ sB− /4pd] hlPN uLl−,lj for the Iwatsuka



































where r±st ,H0sbdd= sB± /4pd] hlPN uLl
±, tj, respectively.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Sec. II contains some preliminary results from
functional analysis and the theory of pseudodifferential operators. In Sec. III, we give a proof of
Theorem 1.1 in the case where the control point l is fixed below the infimum of the essential
spectrum of Hgsbd. In Sec. IV, we recall the spectral properties of the Iwatsuka model H0sbd and
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derive some decay estimates for the band functions and the corresponding sgeneralizedd eigen-
functions of H0sbd. Proofs of Theorem 1.1 for l in general gaps, Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5 are
given in Sec. V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Variational principle
In this section we recall some results concerning the variational principle used mainly in Sec.
III. All the results are well known, so we omit proofs.
For any sesquilinear form, which is referred to as form in the sequel, q on a Hilbert space, we
denote its form domain by Dsqd. For any semibounded, closable form q, there exists a unique
self-adjoint operator Aq such that the operator domain DsAqd is a form core for the form closure q¯
and the relation qfug= sAqu ,ud holds for any uPDsAqd. Throughout the paper, we identify such a
form q with the corresponding self-adjoint operator Aq, and we denote the counting function
NsAq,ld simply by Nsq,ld for any real number l.
The following result is a consequence of the min–max principle fsee, e.g., Reed and Simon
s1978, Vol. IVd, Colin de Verdiere s1986, Lemma 5.1dg.
Lemma 2.1: Let sH j ,qj ,Dsqjdd be a triplet of a Hilbert space H j, a semibounded, closable
form qj and the form domain Dsqjd for j=1,2 and let J be an isometry from Dsq1d to Dsq2d with
respect to norms of H1 and H2, respectively. Suppose that there exist positive constants C1 and C2
such that q1fugøC1q2fJug−C2iuiH1
2 holds for all uPDsq1d. Then we have Nsq1,ldłNsq2
, sl+C2d /C1d for any lPR.








− b˜sx,ydD2 − gVsx,yd . s2.1d
In what follows, for any open subset V in R2, we denote by Hgsb˜duV the minimal self-adjoint
realization of Hgsb˜d starting from C0‘sVd, i.e., the Dirichlét realization of Hgsb˜d on V.
Proposition 2.2: [Colin de Verdiere (1986, Theorem 1.3)] Let r be a positive number and let




r2 ] hl P Nus2l + 1dB0 , Lj ,




sr − r1d2 ] hl P Nus2l + 1dB0 , L − Cr1
−2j .
Here, the constant C is independent of L ,r and r1 with 0,r1,r.
The following result is the so-called IMS sIsmagilov, Morgan, Sigal, Simond localization
formula for the magnetic Schrödinger operators fsee Cycon et al.g.
Lemma 2.3: Let V˜ be an open subset of R2 and let hV jj jPJ be a locally finite open covering
of V˜ . Let hx jj jPJ be a partition of unity subject to the covering hV jj satisfying the conditions
suppsx jd,V j ,0łx j ł1 and x j PC1sV jd for any jPJ. Moreover, o jPJx j2=1 on V˜ . Assume that
b˜ PC‘sV˜ ,Rd. Then we have sHgsb˜du ,ud=o jPJsHgsb˜dx ju ,x jud− solPJu„xlu2u ,ud for any u
PC0
‘sV˜ d.
The next result follows from an elementary inequality 2XY ł«X2+Y2 /«.
Lemma 2.4: Assume that b˜ PC1sR2 ,Rd and 0,«,1. Then we have
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s1 − «dsH0sb˜du,ud − gsVu,ud − s1 + 1/«disb − b˜dui2 ł sHgsbdu,ud
ł s1 + «dsH0sb˜du,ud − gsVu,ud + s1 + 1/«disb − b˜dui2
for any uPC0‘sR2d.
B. Pseudodifferential operators
In this section we introduce a class of pseudodifferential operators sCDOsd and recall some
basic results. All the results are well known in the theory of CDOs, so we omit proofs.







is finite for each a ,bPN. The seminorms hhab
smdja,b gives a Fréchet space topology on the space
Sm. We set S−‘=ømPRSm, which coincides with SsRd.
The symbol class Sm is an example of the class introduced by Beals s1975d fFsx ,jd
= kx ;jl ,wkx ,jl=1,l=logskx ;jlmd and SF,w
l
=Sm in his conventiong, or by Robert s1978d, Dauge
and Robert s1987d fm= kx ;jlm ,f= kx ;jl ,w=1,Ssm ;f ,wd=Sm in their conventiong. Hence, by the
standard argument as in Beals s1975d or in Hörmander s1979d fgx,jsy ,hd= uyu2+ uhu2 / kx ;jl2 in his





−1sx−ydjaS x + y2 ,jDusyddy dj
is a well-defined oscillatory integral for any uPSsRd. Here, we set dj=dj / s2pd. Moreover, Opsad
maps SsRd to itself continuously fso, extends to a continuous map from S8sRd to itself by duality
based on L2-normg. For an operator A from S8sRd to S8sRd, we say APOpSm if A is expressed as
Opsad for some aPSm.
Note that the original results in Beals s1975d are formulated in terms of the standard quanti-
zation eeR2e
˛
−1sx−ydjasx ,jdusyddy dj. However, all the corresponding results below are still valid
for the Weyl quantization; to see this, it suffices to chase the proofs in Beals s1975d carefully, or
use the relation between the standard and the Weyl quantizations as in Theorem 4.5 in Hörmander
s1979d. For omitted proofs, we refer to Proposition 6.17, Theorems 6.1, 7.2, and 7.7 in Beals
s1975d, and for Lemma 2.7 below we refer to Proposition 26.2 in Shubin s1987d. Although the
class of symbols considered in Shubin’s book is slightly defferent from the class Sm above, the
proof of Proposition 26.2 in his book is valid also for symbols in Sm with obvious modifications.
Lemma 2.5: Let m ,m8PR. We have the following assertions.
s1d If APOpSm and BPOpSm8, then ABPOpSm+m8 and the symbol of AB has an asymptotic
expansion as usual.
s2d If APOpSm, then A*POpSm and the symbol of A* is expressed as usual.
s3d If APOpS0, then A defines a bounded operator on L2sRd. Moreover, if APOpSm for some
negative m, then A defines a compact operator on L2sRd.
s4d If m.0 and aPS−m, then there exists lPN such thatiOpsadiBsL2sRddłCoa+błlhabs−mdsad
holds for some constant C.0, independent of a.
s5d If APOpS−‘, then A maps S8sRd to SsRd continuously.
We introduce the weighted Sobolev space Hm as the sfinited linear hull of the set hAu uu
PL2sRd ,APOpS−mj equipped with the weakest topology which makes the map sA :L2sRd
→Hmd continuous for all APOpS−m. The basic properties of Hm are summarized as follows.
Lemma 2.6:
s1d The space H0 coincides with L2sRd topologically.
s2d The embeddings SsRd,Hm,S8sRd are densely and continuously for any m.
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s3d Hm,Hm8 holds if m8,m, and sHmd8=H−m topologically for any m.
s4d If APOpSm, then A maps Hm+m8 to Hm8 continuously for all m ,m8.
s5d For any m ,m8, there exists APOpSm which gives a topologically isomorphism from Hm+m8
onto Hm8. In particular, Hm has the topology of a Hilbert space for any m.
Lemma 2.7: Let D0 be a dense subspace of SsRd. Let m.0 and aPSm. Assume that Opsad is
symmetric on D0 and uasx ,jduøCkx ;jlm holds for some C.0. Then
s1d The operator OpsaduD0 fthe restriction of Opsad on D0g is essentially self-adjoint, and
DsOpsaduD0d coincides with huPL
2sRd uOpsaduPL2sRdj.
s2d The space DsOpsaduD0d equipped with graph norm coincides with H
m topologically.
The following result concerning the eigenvalue asymptotics of CDOs of negative order plays
an important role in Sec. V.
Proposition 2.8: [Dauge and Robert (1987, Theorem 1.3)] Let m.0 and let aPS−m and a be





m2/mVolhsx,jd P R2us1 − «dm , ± asx,jd , s1 + «dmj = 0, s2.3d
are satisfied. Then we have Ns±Opsad.md= s1/2pdVolhsz ,jdPR2 u ±asx ,jd.mj+osm−2/md as
m↓0, respectively.
Note that the conditions s2.3d imply the condition sTd in Dauge and Robert s1987d for the
volume functions Volhz u ±aszd.mj. As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.8, for any
m.0 and any aPS−m, the following rough estimate,
Ns±Opsad . md = Osm−2/md , s2.4d
holds as m↓0.
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 IN THE CASE OF l<B
−
A. Upper bound for NHgb<l
1. Partition of R2 and sesquilinear forms
In this section, we give a proof of Theorem 1.1 in the case of l,L0
−s=B
−
d. For general l
.L0
+ the proof of Theorem 1.1 given in Sec. V needs this special case, as in Raikov s1993d.
We introduce a partition of R2 and a corresponding partition of unity. Let K= h0,1 , + ,−j. Take
and fix positive numbers a , b, and s so that
0 , s , minH 14m , 12 − m , Mms1 + Md , 12msm + 1dJ, a = 1m − 2s, b = 1m + s .
Note that 0,s,a,1/m,b. For any g.0, we set V0= hsx ,ydPR2 u uxułga , uyułgbj ,V±
= hsx ,ydPR2 ugał ±xłgb , uyułgbj, respectively, V1=R2 \ sV0łV+łV−d and V˜ k= hz
PR2 udistsz ,Vkd,gsj for any kPK. Let hwkjkPK be a partition of unity subject to the open
covering hV˜ kjkPK of R2 satisfying the following:
sP.1d wkPC‘sV˜ kd, suppswkd,V˜ k and 0łwkł1 hold, and for each multi-index g, there exists
Cg.0 such that supzPR2uwkszdułCgg−ugus holds for any kPK. Moreover, okPKwk
2
=1 holds on R2.
For each kPK, we define a form qk by qkfug= sHgsbdu ,ud− solPKu„wlu2u ,ud with form domain
C0
‘sV˜ kd. Then it follows from Lemma 2.3 that sHgsbdu ,ud=okPKqkfwkug holds for any u
PC0
‘sR2d. Considering the isometry J from L2sR2d to %kPKL2sV˜ kd defined by Jsud= %kPKswkud,
by Lemma 2.1, we find that NsHgsbd,ldłokPKNsqk,ld holds for any g.0.
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2. Estimates of Nq0<l and Nq1<l
In what follows we use the symbols c and C spossibly with superscripts or subscriptsd to
denote various positive constants in estimates, which may vary from line to line.
Let 0,h,1 and let J= hjPZ2 uV˜ 0øQsj ,1dÞxj. Let hx jj jPJ be a partition of unity subject
to the open covering hQsj ,1+hdj jPJ of V˜ 0 satisfying the following:
sP.2d x j PC0
‘sQsj ,1+hdd, and 0łx j ł1 hold, and for each multi-index g, there exists Cg
.0, independent of j ,h, such that supzPR2ux jszdułCgh−ugu holds for any jPJ. Moreover,
o jPJx j
2
=1 holds on V˜ 0.
For each j= sj1 , j2dPJ, we introduce the auxiliary magnetic potential bjsxd=e0j1Bstddt+Bsj1d
3sx− j1d, which gives the constant magnetic field Bsj1d.
Lemma 3.1: Let q0 and l be as above. We have Nsq0,ld=osg2/md as g→‘.
Proof: By Lemmata 2.3, 2.1, 2.4 and Proposition 2.2, we have the estimate
Nsq0 , ld ł o
jPJ





s1 + hd2 ] hl P Nus1 − «ds2l + 1dBsj1d , l + Cgkjl−m + Ch«j
ł Ch«ls]Jd + Ch«lgo
jPJ
kjl−m s3.1d
for any small «.0, where we used sP.2d and the fact that the estimates uVszdułCkjl−m and
ubsxd−bjsxduł ue j1
x sBstd−Bsj1dddtuł2s1+hdB+ hold on Qsj ,1+hd in the first inequality. By the
definition of J, there exists C.0, independent of g, such that ]sJdłCVolsV˜ 0dłCga+b
=osg2/md as g→‘, since a+b=2/m−s. The second term on the right-hand side srhsd of s3.1d is
less than or equal to
CgE
V˜ 0







To estimate the above integral, we use the following elementary estimate: If m.0 and 1,A








1−m if 0 , m , 1,
C1A log B if m = 1,
CmsAB1−m + 1d if m . 1.
6
Then, if 0,m,1, the rhs of s3.2d is estimated from above by Cmgsga+gsdsgb+gsd1−m
=osg1+a+bs1−mdd=osg2/md as g→‘. Similarly, if m=1, the rhs of s3.2d is estimated from above by
C1gsga+gsdlogsgb+gsd=osg1+a log gd=osg2/md as g→‘, and if 1,m,2, the rhs of s3.2d is
estimated from above by Cmgssga+gsdsgb+gsd1−m+1d=osg1+a−bsm−1dd=osg2/md as g→‘. This
completes the proof. j
Lemma 3.2: Let q1 and l be as above. We have Nsq1,ld=0 for large g.0.
Proof: For any uPC0‘sV˜ 1d, we have q1fug= sHgsbdu ,ud−gsVu ,ud− solPKu„wlu2u ,ud
ø sHgsbdu ,ud−Csg1−mb+g−2sdiui2= sHgsbdu ,ud−os1diui2 as g→‘, where we used sV.1d, sP.1d
and the fact that 1−mb=1−ms1/m+sd=−ms,0. Then the min–max argument yields that
Nsq1,ldłNsH0sbduV˜ 1 ,l+os1dd holds as g→‘. Hence we conclude that NsH0sbduV˜ 1
,l+os1dd=0 for large g since inf SpecsH0sbduV˜ 1d=infuPC0‘sV˜ 1d,iui=1sH0sbdu ,udø inf
SpecsH0sbdds=B−.ld holds as g→‘ again by the min–max argument. j
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3. Estimate of Nq±<l
Let 0,h,1. For any j= sj1 , j1dPZ2, we set
Qj = hsx,yd P R2uj1 , g−sx , j1 + 1, j2 , g−sy , j2 + 1j , s3.3d
Qjh = hz P R2udistsz,Qjd , hgsj s3.4d
and J±= hjPZ2 uQj øV˜ ±Þxj. Let hx jj jPJ± be a partition of unity subject to the covering hQjhj jPJ±
of V˜ ± satisfying the following conditions srespectively, for ±d:
sP .3d ±x j PC0
‘sQjhd ,0łx j ł1, and for each multi-index g, there exists Cg.0, independent
of g ,h , j, such that supzPR2u]gx jszdułCgshgsd−ugu holds for any jPJ±. Moreover, o jPJ±x j
2
=1
holds on V˜ ±.
In what follows, for simplicity, we omit the phrase “respectively sfor ±d” if there is no fear of
confusion.




Bstddt + B±sx − xjd , s3.5d
which gives the constant magnetic field B±.
Lemma 3.3: Let jPJ±. There exists C.0, independent of j ,g, and h, such that isb−bj,±dui
łCgs−Maiui holds for any uPC0‘sQjhd, and for any gø1.
Proof: On Qjh, we have ubsxd−bj,±sxduł uexj
x sBstd−B±ddtułCkga−gs−hgsl−Mux−xju
łCg−Ma+s as g→‘, where we used sB.2d in the second inequality. j
Lemma 3.4: Let jPJ±. There exists C.0, independent of j ,g, and h such that s1
−Cg−sa−2sddVszdłVsz8dł s1+Cg−sa−2sddVszd holds for any z ,z8PQjh. Here, Q¯ stands for the
closure of Q.
Proof: Let z ,z8PQjh. If we write z= sx ,yd, then
uzu ø uxu ø ga − gs − s1 + hdgs ø ga/2 s3.6d
and uzuł uz8u+ uz−z8uł uz8u+˛2s1+hdgsł uz8u+Cg−sa−sduzu hold for large g.0, so there exists C
.0, independent of j ,g ,z ,z8, such that
C−1kzl ł kz8l ł Ckzl s3.7d
holds. The first order Taylor expansion yields uVszd−Vsz8duł uz−z8usupwPQjhu„VswdułCs1
+hd2g2s supwPQjhkwl
−m−1łCs1+hd2g−sa−2sd supwPQjhkwl
−młCg−sa−2sdVszd for large g, where we
used s3.6d in the third inequality, sV.1d, sV.2d in the second and the fourth inequalities, s3.7d in the
last inequality. Here, the constant C is independent of j ,h ,g ,z, and z8. This proves the lemma.j
Lemma 3.5: For any « satisfying 0,«,1, we have




where we set V±
s+ds« , ld= hzPR2 u ±xø0, s1−2«dLl
±,l+gs1+«dVszdj. In fact, the sum on the rhs
of s3.8d terminates for each « and g.
Proof: By Lemma 2.1 and sP.3d, there exists C.0, independent of j ,g ,h, such that
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q±fug ø o
jPJ±
ss1 − «dsH0sbj,±dx ju,x jud − gsVx ju,x jud − s1 + 1/«disb − bj,±dx jui2 − Cshgsd−2ix jui2
− Cg−2six jui2d ø o
jPJ± ss1 − «dsH0sbj,±dx ju,x jud − g supQjh uVusx ju,x jud − os1dix jui
2d
holds for any uPC0‘sV˜ ±d, where we write supQuVu for supzPQuVszdu for short. Then the min–max
theorem yields that
Nsq± , ld ł o
jPJ±
Nss1 − 2«dH0sbj,±d , l + g supQjh
uVud
ł s1 + hd2g2s
B±
2p ojPJ±
] hl P Nus1 − 2«dLl
± , l + g sup
Qjh
uVuj




± , l + g sup
Qjh
uVud s3.9d
holds for large g, where we used Proposition 2.2 in the second inequality. Here, FsPd=0 if P is
true and FsPd=1 if P is false.
Set J˜±= hjPJ± uQj ,V±s+ds« , ldj. We claim that, if jPJ± \J˜±, then Fss1−2«dLl±,l
+g supQjhuVud=0 holds for large g.0 uniformly in j , l. Indeed, for such j, there exists z¯PQj such
that z¯„V±
s+ds« , ld, i.e.,
s1 − 2«dLl
± ø l + gs1 + «dVsz¯d . s3.10d








for large g suniformly in j , ld, where we used s3.10d in the first inequality, Lemma 3.4 in the
second inequality and sV.2d in the last. This shows the claim.
Hence, it follows that, for large g, the rhs of s3.9d is less than or equal to s1
+hd2sB± /2pdolPNo jPJ¯± VolsQjdł s1+hd2sB± /2pdolPN VolsV±
s+ds« , ldd. Then the lemma follows
since the set V±
s+d is empty if l is so large that s1−2«dLl
±øl+Cg supR2 uVu. j
Lemma 3.6: Assume that l,B
−
. Then we have lim supg→‘ g−2/mNg
+sldłolPNnlsld.
Proof: Let V±s+ds« , ld be as in the previous lemma. Set I0=VolhzPV±s+ds« , ld u uzułRj and I‘±
= hz= sx ,ydPV±
s+ds« , ld u ±xø0, uzuøRj. Then VolsV±
s+ds« , ldd= I0+ I‘
+ + I‘
−









1vsvd2/m dv+Os1d as «↓0 sthe remainder term is uniformly
bounded in gd, since by sV.3d, for any small «.0, there exists R.0 such that urmVszd−vsvdu
,« if r= uzuøR. Then, taking a limit «↓0 in s3.8d, we derive from Lemmas 3.2, 3.1, and 3.5 that
lim supg→‘ g−2/mNsHgsbd,ldłolPNnlsld, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. The
lemma follows since NsHgsbd,ld=Ng
+sld holds if l,B
−
because of the non-negativity of V. j
B. Lower bound for NHgb<l
Let K and hVkjkPK be as in the beginning of this section. Applying Lemma 2.1 to the pair of
triplets sokPK % L2sVkd , t1 , %kPKC0
‘sVkdd and sL2sR2d , t2 ,C0‘sR2dd, where we set t1f%kPKvkg
=okPKsHgsbduVkvk ,vkd for %kPKsvkdP %kPKC0




NsHgsbd , ld ø o
kPK
NsHgsbduVk , ld . s3.11d
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can show that
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NsHgsbduV0 , ld = osg2/md s3.12d
as g→‘, using the upper estimate in Lemma 2.4. Also, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can
show that
NsHgsbduV1 , ld ł NsH0sbduV1 , l + os1dd = 0 s3.13d
holds for large g.0.
Lemma 3.7: For any lPN and any « satisfying 0,«,1, set
V±
s−ds«,ld = hz P R2u ± x ø 0,s1 + 2«dLl
± , l + s1 − «dgVszdj ,
respectively. Then for any « satisfying 0,«,1, we have





Proof: Let 0,h,1 and jPZ2. Let Qj and Qjh be the cubes defined by s3.3d and s3.4d,
respectively. Set J±8= hjPZ2 uQj ,V˜ ± ,Qj øV±s−ds« , ldÞxj, respectively. Let bj,± be as in s3.5d.
Then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, it follows from Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.1, and Lemma 2.3 that,
for any « satisfying 0,«,1,
NsHgsbduV± , ld ø o
jPJ±8
Nss1 + 2«dH0sbduQj , l + g supQjh
uVud
ø s1 − «d2
B±
2p ojPJ±8
VolsQjd ] hl P Nus1 + 2«dLl± , l + g supQjh
uVuj
ø s1 − «d2
B±
2p olPN ojPJ±8
VolsQjdFss1 + 2«dLl± , l + g supQjh
uVud , s3.14d
where we used Proposition 2.2 with r1=« in the third inequality.
We claim that, if jPJ±8, then Fss1+2«dLl±,l+g supQjhuVud=1 holds for large g.0 uniformly
in j , l. Indeed, if jPJ±8, there exists z¯PQj øV±s−ds« , ld, i.e., z¯PQj and s1+2«dLl±,l+gs1
−«dVsz¯d hold. Then, by Lemma 3.4 and sV.2d, we have l+g supQjhuVu− s1+2«dLl
±øgssupQjhuVu
− s1−«dVsz¯ddøgs«−Cg−sa−2sddVsz¯d.0 for large g.0. This shows the claim. So, for large g.0,





ø s1 − «d2
B±
2p olPN VolssV± ø V±
s−ds«,ldd \ hz P V± ø V±
s−ds«,ldudistsz,]V±d ł gsjd
ø s1 − «d2
B±
2p olPN VolsV± ø V±




Volhz P V± ø V±
s−ds«,ldudistsz,]V±d
ł gsj , s3.15d
where we used the fact that sV±øV±
s−ds« , ldd \ hzPV±øV±
s−ds« , ld udistsz ,]V±dłgsj,ł jPJ
±8
Qj,
where the rhs is a disjoint union, in the first inequality and used, in the last inequality, the fact that
the set V±øV±
s−ds« , ld= hzPV± u s1+2«dLl




−gsl−młCg−ma holds for large g.
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From geometry, we have VolsV0øV±
s−ds« , lddłVol V0łCga+b=osg2/md and VolsV7
øV±
s−ds« , ldd=VolsV1øV±
s−ds« , ldd=0 as g→‘, where we used the fact that V1, hzPR2 u uzu
øgbj, hzPR2 u uzuø2Cg1/mj and V±
s−d, hzPR2 uB
−
,l+Cgkzl−mj, hzPR2 u uzułCg1/mj for some
C.0. Hence, we have
VolsV± ø V±s−ds«,ldd = VolsV±s−ds«,ldd + osg2/md s3.16d




Volhz P V± ø V±
s−ds«,ldudistsz,]V±d ł gsj ł Cg1−magb+s = osg2/md s3.17d
as g→‘, since V±øV±s−ds« , ld,V± and 1−ma+b+s=2/m− s1/m−2sm+1dsd,2/m. Then the
lemma follows from s3.14d–s3.17d. j
Lemma 3.8: Let l,B
−
. Under the same assumption on B and V as in Theorem 1.1, we have
limg→‘ g−2/mNg
+sld=olPNnlsld.
Proof: We can deduce from s3.11d and s3.12d and Lemma 3.7 that lim infg→‘ g−2/mNg+sld
øolPNnlsld in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Then, combining this and Lemma 3.6,
we have the result. j
Remark 3.9: Our proof shows that we can replace the assumptions on B and V in Lemma 3.8
by the following weaker assumptions.
sBd8 In addition to (B.1), there exist M .0 and C.0 such that uBsxd−B±ułCkxl−M hold as
x→ ±‘, respectively.
sVd8 The non-negative scalar potential V belongs to C1sRd, and there exist m.0 and C.0
such that 0,m,2 and u]aVszdułCkzl−m−uau holds for all zPR2 and for any multi-index a satis-
fying uauł1. Moreover, the conditions (V.2) and (V.3) hold.
IV. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE IWATSUKA MODEL
A. Direct decomposition
In this section we recall from Iwatsuka s1985d the spectral representation of the Iwatsuka
H0sbd. We introduce the partial Fourier transform sFudsx ,hd= s2pd−1/2eRe−˛−1yhusx ,yddy, which
defines a unitary operator on L2sR2d. We write L0 for FH0sbdF−1. Then L0 has the direct integral
decomposition L0=eR
%Lshddh acting on the Hilbert space eR
%L2sRddh. Here, for each hPR, the




+ sh − bsxdd2, s4.1d
acting on the fiber L2sRd of eR
%L2sRddh.
The spectral properties of Lshd are summarized as follows.
Lemma 4.1: [Iwatsuka11, Lemmas 2.3 and 3.5)] Assume that (B.1) holds. For each hPR, the
operator Lshd is essentially self-adjoint on C0‘sRd and has a complete orthonormal system of
eigenfunctions hwns· ,hdjnPN and the corresponding eigenvalues hlnshdjnPN so that Lshdwns· ,hd
=lnshdwns· ,hd and 0,l0shd,l1shd,l2shd, fl→‘ hold for each nPN.
Moreover, the following properties (1)–(5) hold for each nPN.
s1d lnshd is nondegenerate and depends analytically on h.
s2d lnshd is monotonically increasing in h, and limh→±‘ lnshd=Ln
± hold, respectively.
s3d wns· ,hd belongs to DsLs0dd and depends analytically on h with respect to the graph norm
siui2+ iLs0dui2d1/2.
s4d wnsx ,hd is a real-valued continuous function of x and h, and moreover, wnsx ,hd is infinitely
differentiable in x for each h and is analytic in h for each x.
s5d The estimate uwnsx ,hdułFnsx−b−1shdd holds for a function Fn satisfying 0,F0sxd, fl
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,Fnsxd,fl and
Fnsxd ł H˛2sLn+d1/4 if uxu ł ˛Ln+/B−,˛2sLn+d1/4 exph− B−suxu − Lnd2/2j if uxu ø ˛Ln+/B−.J
The next result follows easily from sB.1d and the definition of b.
Lemma 4.2: Under the assumption (B.1), the function b has the inverse b−1 and moreover, for
any x ,y ,h, we have B
−
ux−b−1shduł ubsxd−hułB+ux−b−1shdu and B−ux−yuł ubsxd−bsydułB+ux
−yu.
For any kPN, we introduce the Banach spaceBk= huPS8sRd uxa]xbuPL2sRd if a+błkj with
norm iuiBk = soa+błkixa]x
bui2d1/2.
Lemma 4.3: Let D0 denote either C0‘sRd or SsRd. We have the following assertions.
s1d For any kPN, the operator LshdkuD0 is essentially self-adjoint and LshdkuD0 = sLshduD0dk.
Moreover, DsLshdkuD0d= huPL
2sRd uLshddist
k uPL2sRdj. Here, Ldist stands for the differential
operator L with domain S8sRd.
s2d The Banach space DsLshdkuD0d equipped with the graph norm Lshd
kuD0 coincides with the
Banach space DsLs0dkuD0d equipped with (equivalent) norm by Ls0dkuD0.
s3d If we denote by B˜ k the space as in the assertion (2) above, then B˜ k coincides with Bk as a
Banach space. In particular, the space økPNB˜ k coincides with SsRd as a Fréchet space.
Proof: We note that LshdPOpS2, so LshdkPOpS2k for any h. It is easy to see that the symbol
of Lshdk satisfies the ellipticity condition as in Lemma 2.7 and Lshd is symmetric on D0. Then, by
Lemma 2.7, the operator LshdkuD0 is essentially self-adjoint and DsLshdkuD0d= hu
PL2sRd uLshddist
k uPL2sRdj. Also, we find that LshdkuD0 = sLshduD0d
kuD0 since Lshd leaves D0 invari-
ant. This implies that LshdkuD0 , sLshduD0d
k
, which are both self-adjoint, so coincide. This shows
the assertion s1d.
The assertion s2d follows from Lemma 2.7 with Opsad=Lshdk and with Opsad=Ls0dk since
the topology of the weighted Sobolev spaces Hm is independent of specific Opsad by the soriginald
definition. As a byproduct, we find that DsLshdkuD0d coincides with H
2k
.
Finally we show the assertion s3d. It is enough to show in the case of h=0. Note that B
−
uxu
ł ubsxdułB+uxu holds for all xPR by Lemma 4.2, and each derivative of b is bounded. Then there
exists Ck.0 such that
iLs0dkui2 + iui2 ł CkiuiB2k
2 s4.2d
holds for any uPD0. Conversely, by the assertion s4d in Lemma 2.6, the operator xb]x
a maps H2k,
which coincides with DsLshdkuD0d as stated above, to L
2sRd continuously provided a+bł2k. This
means the inequality ixb]x
auiłCsiLs0dkui+ iuid for any uPD0. The density of D0 completes the
proof. j
B. Exponential decay of wn
In this section, using the so-called Agmon estimate, we derive an exponential decay estimates
of the eigenfunction wn and obtain the estimates for the band function ln. To the end of this
section, we set gsx ,hd= sx−b−1shdd2 for any x ,hPR.
Lemma 4.4: Let hPR and let Lshd be as in s4.1d. Assume that f PL2sRd and there exists
k.0 such that iekgs·,hdfi is finite. Assume that c in DsLshdd satisfies the equation sLshd
−lnshddc= f . Then there exists Cn=Cnsk ,B−d.0, independent of h, such that
ieags·,hdci ł Cnsiekgs·,hdf i + icid
holds if 0,a,minhk ,B
−
2 /˛8j.
Proof: This is an easy consequence of the method of Agmon estimates. However, we give a
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proof for the sake of completeness. Let xPC‘sf0,‘dd such that xstd= t if 0ł tł1/2 ,xstd=1 if
tø2, suptø0ux8stduł1 and x is monotonically increasing. For any large R.0, we set gRsx ,hd
=R2xsgsx ,hd /R2d. We can find that
ugRsx,hdu ł minhR2,gsx,hdj, u]xgRsx,hdu ł 2ux − b−1shdu s4.3d
and limR→‘ gRsx ,hd=gsx ,hd for any sx ,hd.





+ holds for any a
PR, where we used Lemma 4.2 in the first inequality and “Re” stands for the real part. Then it
follows that
ieagRciieagRf i ø uRese2agRc, fdu ø seagRc,ssB
−
2
− 4a2dux − b−1u2 − Ln
+deagRfd . s4.4d
Take fPC0
‘sf0,‘dd so that fstd=1 if 0ł tł1,fstd=0 if tø2 and f is monotonically decreasing.
Set fhsxd=fsB
−
2gsx ,hd / s2Ln




− 4a2dux − b−1u2 − Ln






using the fact that gsx ,hdł4Ln
+ /B
−
2 holds on supp fh and gsx ,hdø2Ln
+ /B
−
2 holds on supp s1








since gRsx ,hdłgsx ,hdł4Ln
+ /B
−
2 holds on supp fh. Taking a limit R→‘, we have the conclu-
sion. j




a8wnshdi , ‘ and sup
hPR
u]h
a8+1lnshdu , ‘ s4.6d
hold if 0ła8ła.
Proof: We show this by induction on a. We abbreviate the assertion to Psad. When a=0, the
first estimate in s4.6d follows from Lemma 4.1 svd. The Feynman–Hellman formula yields that
]hlnshd = swn,s]hLshddwnd = 2swn,sh − bdwnd . s4.7d
Then the second estimate in s4.6d follows from the exponential decay of wn with respect to h
−b. This shows that Ps0d is true.




a+1wnshdi , ‘ . s4.8d
Differentiating the equation sLshd−lnshddwnshd=0 with respect to h in sa+1d times, we obtain
sLshd − lnshdd]h
a+1wnshd = − o
0ła8ła
Ca+1,a8]h
a+1−a8ssb − hd2 − lnshdd]h
a8wnshd . s4.9d
In the case of jÞn, taking an inner product with w j, we obtain
sl jshd − lnshdds]h
a+1wn,w jd = − o
0ła8ła
Ca+1,a8s]h
a+1−a8ssb − hd2 − lnshdd]h
a8wn,w jd .
Then the Schwarz inequality yields that
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us]h
a+1wn,w jdu2 ł SCadn−1 o
0ła8ła
us]h






a+1−a8ssb − hd2 − lnshdd]h
a8wn,w jdu2 s4.10d
for some Ca ,Ca8 .0 independent of h. Here, we introduced a positive number dn as
dn = HminhinfhPRsln+1shd − lnshdd, infhPRslnshd − ln−1shddj if n ø 2,infhPRsl2shd − l1shdd if n = 1. J
In the case of j=n, differentiating the relation swn ,wnd=1 with respect to h in sa+1d times,
we find that 2s]h
a+1wn ,wnd=−o1ła8łaCa+1,a8s]h
a+1−a8wn ,]h
a8wnd, where we used the reality of wn.
Then we have
us]h
























where we used the fact that hw js· ,hdj jPN is an ONB in L2sRd. By the assumption Psad, all terms
on the rhs of s4.12d are bounded uniformly in h. Thus we have proved s4.8d under Psad.
Next, we apply Lemma 4.4 to s4.9d with c=]h
a+1wn , f = fa=the rhs of s4.9d. We may assume
that the constant a in the exponent in Lemma 4.4 is equal to k since we can take k small enough.
Then it follows that there exists Cn.0 such that the estimate iekg]h
a+1wniłCnsiekgfai
+ i]h
a+1wnid. The first term on the rhs is bounded uniformly in h under Psad, since the maximal
order of derivatives of wn is less than or equal to a and the maximal order of derivatives of ln is
less than or equal to a+1 in the expression of fa. The second term on the rhs is also uniformly
bounded because of s4.8d we have already proved. Hence, we have proved the first estimate in
s4.6d for Psa+1d, assuming Psad.
Finally, we show the second estimate in s4.6d for Psa+1d, assuming Psad. Differentiating
s4.7d with respect to h in sa+1d times, we obtain
]h
a+2lnshd = 2]h




a8ssh − bdwndd . s4.13d
Since the maximal order of derivatives of wn on the rhs of s4.13d is less than or equal to a+1, the
uniform boundedness of the rhs of s4.13d with respect to h follows from the first estimate in s4.6d
for Psad and the exponential decay property of ]h
a+1wn we have proved above. Thus we have
proved all the assertion of Psa+1d, assuming Psad. This completes the induction. j




Proof: We show this by induction on b. We abbreviate the assertion to Psbd. The assertion
Ps0d is true by Lemma 4.5.
We assume that Psbd is true. Then, for any a, we have
iekg]x
b+1]h
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where we used the equation sL−lndwn=0 in the third equality. The first term on the rhs of s4.14d
is bounded uniformly in h by the assumption Psbd and the second estimate in s4.6d if we choose
k.0 sufficiently small sthe choice is independent of hd. The second term on the rhs of s4.14d is











, which is uniformly bounded since Psbd is assumed to be true. j




Proof: For any gPN, we have ]xgsekg]xb]hawnd=o0łg8łgCg,g8s]xg−g8ekgds]xb+g8]hawnd. Since each
of the functions ]x











for some k8.0 satisfying 0,k8,k uniformly in h. The rhs of s4.15d is bounded uniformly in h
by Lemma 4.6 for an appropriate choice of k ,k8. This means that the gth Sobolev norm of
ekg]x
b]h










for some C.0. The above observation shows that the rhs of s4.16d is uniformly bounded in h if
we choose k small enough. This shows the lemma. j
C. Decay estimate of ln
In this section, we derive the following decay estimate of the band function ln at infinity.
Lemma 4.8: Assume that sB .2d+ holds. Then, for any nPN, there exists Cn.0 such that
uLn
+
−lnsbsxddułCnkxl−M holds if xø0. Similarly, if we assume sB .2d− then the same estimate
replaced Ln
+ by Ln
− holds if xł0.
Proof: We mimic the proof of Lemma 4.1 in Iwatsuka s1985d. We first consider the case of
xø0. Let n be fixed and j ,kłn. Set Lcssd=−]x2+B+2sx−sd2 in L2sRd and a jkssd
= sLcssdw js· ,bssdd ,wks· ,bssddd. Then, using the equation sLsbssddw js· ,bssdd ,wks· ,bssddd
=l jsbssddd jk, we find that
ua jkssd − l jsbssddd jku ł E
R
uB+


















sB+ − BstdddtUFnsyd2Jdy , s4.17d





xsB+−Bstdddtu holds and that uw jsx ,bssddułFnsx−sd hold if jłn by Lemma 4.1. For any
large NPN and any large s.0, the first term on the rhs of s4.17d is bounded from above by
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CN,nkyl−2N dy ł CN,n8 kslN s4.18d
for some constant CN,n8 , where we used Lemma 4.1. Since sB .2d+ implies that there exists s0.0
and Cn.0 such that suptøs/2uB+−BstdułCnksl−N holds if s.s0, it follows that the second term on




uyu2Fnsyd2 dy ł Cn8B+ksl−M s4.19d
if s.s0. Hence it follows from s4.17d–s4.19d that
sup
s.s0
sMua jkssd − l jsbssddd jku ł Cn s4.20d
holds for some Cn.0, if we choose s0 sufficiently large.
If we denote by Vnssd the linear subspace of L2sRd spanned by hw js· ,bssddj jłn, then
sa jkssdd j,kłn is the Hermitian symmetric matrix of LcssduVnssd with respect to the basis
hw js· ,bssddj jłn. Let m0ssdł fl łmnssd be the eigenvalues of sa jkssdd j,kłn. Let saijd and sbijd be
n3n Hermitian matrices and let a1ł fl łan and b1ł fl łbn be their eigenvalues, respectively.




sMum jssd − l jsbssddu ł Cn8. s4.21d
Then, by the variational principle fReed and Simon s1978, Vol. IV, Theorem XIII.3dg, we have
L j






− l jsbssddu ł Cn9 s4.22d
holds if jłn. This shows the first assertion of the lemma.
In the case of s→−‘, we have the conclusion in a similar way, replacing the objects
a jk ,Lcssd ,Lsbssdd and m jssd’s by sLsbssddc js· ,sd ,cks· ,sdd ,Lsbssdd ,−]x
2+B
−
2sx−sd2 and the eigen-




2sx−sd2 corresponding to the kth eigenvalue Lk
−
. j
V. PROOF OF THEOREMS
A. Operators on the direct sum
To the end of this paper, we always assume sB.1d, sB.2d, sV.1d–sV.4d.
Let hwnjnPN be the eigenfunctions given in Lemma 4.1. Because of Lemma 4.1, for any l
PN, we can define a partial isometry Tl from L2sRd into L2sR2d by sTlfdsx ,hd=wlsx ,hdfshd for
any f PL2sRd. The adjoint operator Tl* from L2sR2d onto L2sRd is given by sTl*Fdshd
=eRwlsx ,hdFsx ,hddx for any FPL2sR2d. We now extend Tls to an operator on the direct sum of
Hilbert spaces olPN % L2sRd, more precisely, we define a partial isometry T from olPN % L2sRd
into L2sR2d by Ts% lPNsf ldd=olPNTlf l for any % lPNsf ldPolPN % L2sRd. The unitarity of T follows
from the L2-orthogonality of wl’s with respect to the first variable. The adjoint operator T* from
L2sR2d onto olPN % L2sRd is given by T*F= % lPNTl
*F for any FPL2sR2d. We set
W = T*FWF*T s5.1d
for any multiplication operator W on L2sR2d and set Hg=T*FHgsbdF*Ts=H0−gVd, both acting on
the Hilbert space olPN % L2sRd, where F is the partial Fourier transform as in the preceding
section and V is the operator s5.1d with W=V.
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For an operator A acting on the space olPN % L2sRd, we say A belongs to OpSm if all the
matrix elements Ajksj ,kPNd of A swith respect to the direct sum decompositiond belong to the
class OpSm. When all the matrix-valued CDOs under consideration have finitely many nonzero
components, the standard CDO calculus as in Sec. II B is applicable also for the matrix-valued
CDOs. In particular, Proposition 2.8 remains valid for the matrix-valued CDO with obvious
modifications se.g., we regard the product of symbols as the usual matrix product, etc.d.
In the rest of this section we are concerned with the matrix-valued CDO V=T*FVF*T.
Lemma 5.1: Let m.0 be as in (V.1). We have the following assertions.
s1d The operator Tn
*FVF*Tn on L2sRd belongs to OpS−m for any nPN, and moreover, for any






smd is the seminorm as in s2.2d.
s2d A principal symbol qV of Tn*FVF*Tn is given by qVsh ,h*d=Vsb−1shd ,−h*d, and moreover, for
any a ,bPN, there exists Cab.0 such that the remainder estimates
hab
s−m−1dspV − qVd ł Cabhab
s−m−1ds„Vd s5.3d
holds. Here, we denote by „V the first order derivatives of V.
s3d The operator Ti
*FVF*Tj on L2sRd belongs to OpS−m−1 for any i , jPN satisfying iÞ j, and
moreover, for any a ,bPN, there exists Cab.0 such that the Weyl symbol rV of Ti*FVF*Tj




Proof: First, assuming further that VPSsR2d, we show the assertions s1d–s3d. For any i , j
PN, we find that the operator Ti
*FVF*Tj has the integral kernel Ksh ,h8d
=eeR2wisx ,hdw jsx ,h8dVsx ,yde−
˛
−1ysh−h8d dxd-y, which converges absolutely for each h ,h8, and so





−1wh*Ksh + w/2,h − w/2ddw
=E E E
R3
dx d-w dz e−˛−1wzwisx,h + w/2dw jsx,h − w/2dVsx,z − h*d , s5.5d
where we changed the variable z=y+h* in the last line. An integration by parts yields that the rhs
of s5.5d is equal to
E E E
R3
d`x d-w dzkzl−2Ne−˛−1wzkDwl2Nswnsx,h + w/2dwnsx,h − w/2ddVsx,z − h*d s5.6d




ł CE E E
R3
dx d-w dzkzl−2N+m+akh − bsxdlm+a
3 u]h
bkDwl2Nswisx,h + w/2dw jsx,h − w/2ddukx;z − h*lm+a
u]h*
a Vsx,z − h*du
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dx d-wkh − bsxdlm+au]h
bkDwl2Nswisx,h + w/2dw jsx,h − w/2ddu
s5.7d
if we take N so that 2N−m−a.1. By Lemma 4.7, we have
u]h





u]hb−b8+2N−N8wisx,h + w/2d]hb8+N8w jsx,h − w/2du
ł CbN8 exps− cssbsxd − h − w/2d2 − sbsxd − h + w/2d2dd = CbN8 exps− 2csbsxd − hd2 − cw2/2d
Hence, the integral on the rhs of s5.7d converges absolutely, because of Lemma 4.2. Especially,
when i= j=n, this proves the assertion s1d under the temporal assumption on V.
We show the assertions s2d and s3d. The first order Taylor expansion yields that
Vsx,z − h*d = Vsb−1shd,− h*d + sx − b−1shddE
0
1




s]2Vdsux + s1 − udb−1shd,usz − h*d − s1 − udh*ddu , s5.8d
where ] jV denotes the derivative of V with respect to the jth variable. In s5.5d, the symbol
corresponding to the first term on the rhs of s5.8d is given by
E E E
R3
dx d-w dz e−˛−1wzwisx,h + w/2dw jsx,h − w/2dVsb−1shd,− h*d
= E
R
wisx,hdw jsx,hddx Vsb−1shd,− h*d = Vsb−1shd,− h*ddij ,
where we used the Fourier inversion formula. We can derive the estimate s5.3d for the symbols
corresponding to the second and the third terms on the rhs of s5.8d in the same way as in the proof
of s5.2d, using the facts that u]hasx−b−1shddułCakx−b−1shdl, which follows from sB.2d, and that
kh ;h*lłCkb−1shd ;−h*lłC8kux+ s1−udb−1shd ;usz−h*d− s1−udh*lkx−b−1shdlkzl. Then we have
the assertions s2d and s3d when VPSsR2d.
Finally, we give a proof for general Vs. We consider only the case of i= j=n, since the case of
iÞ j is similar. Since the space SsRd is dense in S−k for any k.0, we can approximate V by an
appropriate sequencehVljl=1
‘ s,SsR2dd in S−k for any k.0. We consider the equality
Tn
*FVlF*Tn = OpsqV1d + Rs„Vld , s5.9d
where Rs„Vld stands for the remainder term. Then it follows from Lemma 2.5, s5.2d and s5.3d that
the rhs of s5.9d converges to OpsqVd+Rs„Vd as l→‘ in the norm operator topology. On the other
hand, the left-hand side slhsd of s5.9d converges to Tn
*FVF*Tn as l→‘ in the weak operator
topology by definition. Thus, the lemma is true for general V’s. j
The next lemma follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 if we replace V by Va.
Lemma 5.2: Let V be the operator s5.1d with W=V. Let a.0. Set Vija =TiFVaF*Tj for any
i , jPN. If we regard Vija as an operator from the jth component to the ith component of olPN
% L2sRd, then Vija is aC DO whose symbol is given by the form Vsb−1shd ,−h*ddij +OpS−ma−1.
We need the following result in the place where we use Proposition 2.8.
Lemma 5.3: Let lPR \SpecsH0sbdd and letnl be as in Sec. I. For any lPN, we have
limg→‘ g−2/m Volhsx ,jdPR2 uVsb−1sxd ,−jd.g−1ullsxd−luj=nlsld.
Proof: Note that ullsbsxdd−luøCl.0 holds for some Cl, independent of l ,x. For simplicity,
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we set Fl= hsx ,jdPR2 uVsb−1sxd ,−jd.g−1ullsxd−luj ,Fl8= hsx ,jdPR2 uVsx ,jd.g−1ullsbsxdd−luj
for any lPN. By changing the variables sx ,jd→ sbsxd ,−jd, we find that s1/2pdVolsFld
=eeFl8Bsxddx d
-j=J0+J++J−, where we set
J0 = E E
Fl8øhuxułg
1/2mj




respectively. We first consider the integral J0. By sB.1d, sV.1d, there exists C.0 such that J0
łB+ Volhsx ,jdPR2 uCkx ,jl−m.Clg−1 , uxułg1/2mj=osg2/md holds as g→‘. Next, we consider the
integral J+. We divide J+=J+,1+J+,2 with
J+,1 = E E
Fl8øhxøg
1/2mj




Volhsx,jd P R2uVsx,jd . g−1ullsbsxdd − lu,x ø g1/2mj .




kxl−M dxd-j ł Cg−M/2m Volhsx,jd P R2ukx;jl−m . Clg−1,x ø g1/2mj ,





−lu−Cg−M/2m holds because of Lemma 4.8. Then we find that J+,2
= sB+ /4pduLl
+
−lu−2/mvˆ+g2/m+osg2/md as g→‘ in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.6. We




The proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.4, and 1.5 given below are essentially the same as those of
Theorems 1.2, 1.1 in Raikov s1993d and that of Theorem 2.2 in Raikov s1998d, respectively.




. Take an integer N0 greater than n and set I−= h−1,0 ,… ,n−1j , I+= hn ,n
+1,… ,N0j. Define the orthogonal projections P+ , P− , P‘, and P
−
c on the space olPN % L2sRd by
P±=olPI± % idL
2sRd, respectively, P‘=id− P−− P+ and P
−
c
= P++ P‘=id− P−. Here, “id” stands for
the identity operator. These projections P± , P‘ commute with each other and with the operator H0.
Lemma 5.4: We have the asymptotic relations
lim
g→‘





g−2/mNsg−1 , P±V1/2P±uH0 − lu−1V1/2P±d = o
lPI±
nlsld , s5.11d
respectively. Here, the operators H0 and V are as in Sec. V A.
Proof: It follows from SpecsA*Ad \ h0j=SpecsAA*d \ h0j that
Nsg−1 , V1/2P±uH0 − lu−1V1/2d = Nsg−1 , uH0 − lu−1/2P±VP±uH0 − lu−1/2d .
The operators uH0−lu−1P± are matrix-valued CDOs on olPI± % L2sRd and have the symbol
sullshd−lu−1dijdi,jPI±, which belong to the class OpS
0 by Lemma 4.5, and the operators uH0
−lu−1/2P±VP±uH0−lu−1/2 are matrix-valued CDOs whose principal symbols are given by sullshd
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−lu−1Vsb−1shd ,h*ddijdi,jPI±, respectively, because of Lemma 5.2. Then s5.10d follows from a
matrix-valued CDO version of Proposition 2.8. The proof of s5.11d is similar. j








































d2, we can deduce











uH0−lu−1/2d=Osm−2/sm+1dd=osm−2/sm+1dd as m↓0. This proves s5.12d
since SpecsA*Ad \ h0j=SpecsAA*d \ h0j.
The operator P
−
V1/2P+ belongs to OpS−m/2−1 by Lemma 5.2 since olPI
−
% L2sRd and olPI+
% L2sRd are orthogonal, and P+V1/2P−V1/2P+= sP−V1/2P+d*sP−V1/2P+d belongs to OpS−m−2. Then
s2.4d proves s5.13d.
By the definition of P‘ and the min–max argument, we have
Nsm , P
−
V1/2P‘uH0 − lu−1V1/2P−d ł NssLN0+1
−
− ldm , P−VP−d ł CsLN0+1
−
− ld−2/mm−2/m,




POpS−m and s2.4d in the last inequality. Since LN0+1
− tends to
infinity as N0→‘, we have the conclusion. j
Lemma 5.6: We have limN0→‘ lim supm↓0 m
2/mNsm,V1/2P‘uH0−lu−1V1/2d=0.
Proof: If we choose N0.0 so large that lłLN0+1
− /2 holds, then L jshd−løl jshd−LN0+1
− /2
ø sl jshd+LN0+1
− d /4 holds for any jøN0+1 and for any hPR, from which we have P‘uH0
−lu−1ł4sH0+LN0+1




+os1dd as m↓0, where we used Theorem 1.1 proved in Sec. III in the last inequality. Finally, the
lemma follows from the asymptotic relation limN0→‘olPNnls−LN0+1
− d=0. j
C. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Using the inequality V1/2sH0−ld−1V1/2łV1/2P
−
c uH0−lu−1V1/2, we have, for any small «.0,
Ng
+sld ł Nsg−1 , V1/2P
−
c uH0 − lu−1V1/2d ł Nss1 − «dg−1 , V1/2P+uH0 − lu−1V1/2d
+ Ns«g−1 , V1/2P‘uH0 − lu−1V1/2d ,
where we used the sgeneralizedd Birman–Schwinger principle fsee, e.g., Alama, Deift, and
Hempel s1989d, Birman s1991dg and the Weyl–KyFan inequality. Then by Lemma 5.4 and Lemma
5.6, we obtain the upper bound lim supg→‘ g−2/mNg
+sldłolPI+nlsld, taking a limit «↓0 and N0→‘. Next, we obtain the lower bound. For any small «.0, we have
P
−















uH0 − lu−1V1/2P−c − «−1P−V1/2P−c uH0 − lu−1V1/2P−,
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the second inequality. Then, by a variational argument similar to that used in the case of the upper
bound, we can derive the lower bound lim infg→‘ g−2/mNg
+sldøolPI+nlsld, using Lemma 5.4 and
Lemma 5.5. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
D. Proof of Theorem 1.4
By the Birman–Schwinger principle, we have the upper bound
Ng










uH0−lu−1V1/2 in the first inequality and used s5.10d in the last inequality. Next,
for any small «.0, there exists C«.0, independent of g ,N0, such that
Ng
−sld ø Nsg−1 , − P
−
V1/2sH0 − ld−1V1/2P−d ø Nss1 + «dg−1 , P−V1/2P−uH0 − lu−1V1/2P−d
− NsC«g−1 , P−V1/2P−c uH0 − lu−1V1/2P−d ø Nss1 + «dg−1 , P−V1/2P−uH0 − lu−1V1/2P−d




nlsldsg/s1 + «dd2/ms1 + os1dd
as g ,N0→‘, where we used the Weyl–KyFan inequality in the second and the third inequalities
and Lemma 5.4 in the last line. This gives the lower bound and we complete the proof.




. Set g= sm+ld /2 ,t= sm−ld /2 and set P+c = P−+ P‘. Since P+sHg
−gd2P+= sP+sHg−gdP+d2−g2P+VP+cVP+, we have, for small «.0, NslłHgsbd,md
øNssHg−gd2,t2døNsP+sHg−gd2P+,t2døNssP+sHg−gdP+d2,t2−«d−NsC«,g2P+VP+cVP+d
=NssP+sHg−gdP+d2,t2−«d+osg2/md as g→‘. Here, we used the fact that the operator
P+VP+cVP+= P+V2P+− sP+VP+d2 is a matrix-valued CDO of the class OpS−2m−1. Setting l1=g
−
˛t2−« and m1=g+˛t2−«, we have Nsl1, P+HgP+,m1døNsg−1,V1/2P+sH0−m1d−1P+V1/2d
−Nsg−1,V1/2P+sH0−l1d−1P+V1/2d=olPI+nlsfl1 ,m1gdg2/ms1+os1dd as g→‘, where we used the
Birman–Schwinger principle and Theorem 1.1. Finally, we have Theorem 1.5 from these, letting
«↓0 and N0→‘.
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